Understanding how DoDAACs are used in PIEE/JAM

**Delegating Appointing Authority (DAA)**
- **Home DoDAAC**: 123123
- **Role Group**: DoDAAC
- **Authority Group**: DoDAAC
- **Procurement DoDAAC**: N/A

*Can be external or internal. Does not have appointment at this time.*

Manually Entered in PIEE by the DAA

**Component Program Manager (CPM)**
- **Home DoDAAC**: 123123
- **Role Group**: DoDAAC
- **Authority Group**: DoDAAC
- **Procurement DoDAAC**: N/A

**Oversight Agency Organization Program Coordinator (OA/OPC)**
- **Home DoDAAC**: 23112A
- **Role Group**: DoDAAC
- **Authority Group**: DoDAAC
- **Procurement DoDAAC**: 23111A

*Has the authority to appoint A/OPCs, A/BOs and CHs*

**Agency Organization Program Coordinator (A/OPC)**
- **Home DoDAAC**: 381DF9
- **Role Group**: DoDAAC
- **Authority Group**: DoDAAC
- **Procurement DoDAAC**: 23111A

*Has the authority to appoint A/BOs and CHs*

**Approving Billing Official (A/BO)**
- **Home DoDAAC**: D1234A
- **Role DoDAAC**: 23112A
- **Authority Group**: DoDAAC
- **Procurement DoDAAC**: 23111A

**Cardholder (CH)**
- **Home DoDAAC**: U83SJ1
- **Role DoDAAC**: D1234A
- **Authority Group**: DoDAAC
- **Procurement DoDAAC**: 23111A

In PIEE, DoDAACs reside under the lowest group. Group Administrators (GAMs) have the ability to add, remove or modify Groups and DoDAACs.

- **Legend**
  - Automatically populated
  - Automatically populated, can be updated

**Home (Org) DoDAAC**: “I sit here”
**Role (Location) DoDAAC / Group (Path)**: “I perform my duties here”
**Procurement DoDAAC**: “My purchasing is approved by this contracting office”. Entered by the OA/OPC and A/OPC on their appointments. When they initiate an appointment for A/BO or CH, this gets populated into their appointment. It can be updated prior to completing the initiation of the appointment. **Used for FPDS Reporting and US Bank Reporting purposes.**

**Authority DoDAAC / Group (Path)**: **Automatically captured when the DAS* signs the appointment** - “I got my authority from here”

*DAS = Delegating Appointing Signatory. DAS represents the DAA, the OA/OPCs and A/OPCs with Delegating Authority.*

On A/BO and CH appointments, the OA/OPC and A/OPC are identified. This data will be sent to the bank once the interfaces are ready.

Can be the same or different. Will likely be the same for a Cardholder.

If supporting multiple DoDAACs, enter the primary DoDAAC in the Role Location DoDAAC and the rest can be entered into the appointment additional details text.

See other One Pagers on the DPC website to learn more about the specifics of registration, and other topics ->
https://www.acq.osd.mil/dpap/pdi/pc/training.html